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What is Mindfulness? 

“Mindfulness is awareness that arises through paying attention, on purpose, in the present moment, 

and non-judgmentally.” Jon Zabat King 

Mindfulness is a technique you can learn which involves noticing what's happening in the present 

moment, without judgement. You might take notice and be aware of your mind, body or 

surroundings.  

It's easy to stop noticing the world around us. It's also easy to lose touch with the way our bodies are 
feeling and to end up living "in our heads" – caught up in our thoughts without stopping to notice 
how those thoughts are driving our emotions and behaviour. 

An important part of mindfulness is reconnecting with our bodies and the sensations they 
experience. This means paying attention to the sights, sounds, smells and tastes of the present 
moment. That might be something as simple as the feel of a banister as we walk upstairs. 

Another important part of mindfulness is an awareness of our thoughts and feelings as they happen, 

moment to moment. 

While there are many different techniques for practicing meditation, the practices that cultivate 

mindfulness originally come from a more than 2,500-year-old Buddhist tradition. 

Why practice Mindfulness? 

Mindfulness aims to help you: 

• become more self-aware 
• feel calmer and less stressed 
• feel more able to choose how to respond to your thoughts and feelings 
• cope with difficult or unhelpful thoughts 



• be kinder towards yourself. 
 

Many people find practising mindfulness helps them manage their day-to-day wellbeing, but it 
doesn't always work for everyone. 
 

How mindfulness helps mental wellbeing 

Becoming more aware of the present moment can help us enjoy the world around us more and 
understand ourselves better. 

When we become more aware of the present moment, we begin to experience afresh things that we 
have been taking for granted. 

Mindfulness also allows us to become more aware of the stream of thoughts and feelings that we 
experience, and to see how we can become entangled in that stream in ways that are not helpful. 

This lets us stand back from our thoughts and start to see their patterns. Gradually, we can train 
ourselves to notice when our thoughts are taking over and realise that thoughts are simply "mental 
events" that do not have to control us. 

Mindfulness can help us deal with issues more productively. We can ask: "Is trying to solve this by 
brooding about it helpful, or am I just getting caught up in my thoughts?" 

Awareness of this kind may also help us notice signs of stress or anxiety earlier and deal with them 
better. 

Mindfulness-based therapies are recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE) as a way to treat less severe depression. 

Mindfulness is different from our default mode 

Developing a steady and non-reactive attention is often radically different from the way we are in 

the world. 

Many of us spend large parts of our lives on auto pilot, not aware of what we are experiencing, 

missing out on all the sights and sounds and smells and connections and joys we could 

appreciate.  Some of that time our minds seem "switched off," and other times caught in thoughts 

from the past (often regrets) or plans for the future, much of which is repetitive. 

When we do notice something in the present, our habit is often to judge instantly and react quickly, 

often working from a faulty or limited perspective that restricts our options or creates issues. 

Mindfulness helps us be present in our lives and gives us some control over our reactions and 

repetitive thought patterns.  It helps us pause, get a clearer picture of a situation, and respond more 

skilfully. 

https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/feelings-symptoms-behaviours/feelings-and-symptoms/stress/
https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/feelings-symptoms-behaviours/feelings-and-symptoms/anxiety-fear-panic/
https://www.nhs.uk/mental-health/conditions/clinical-depression/overview/


Let’s give it a go…. Tea meditation! 

 

H O W  T O  D O  A  T E A  M E D I T A T I O N  

For this tea meditation, you’ll go about your normal routine in making your tea but add an 

extra layer of mindfulness and intention with each step. The process is the same, but your 

awareness is focused on the sensory experience of making and consuming your tea. 

 
1. Choose your tea. What will it be today — loose leaf? Bagged tea? Consider your current 

mood and your mental and physical needs. Perhaps you opt for a caffeinated blend for an 

energizing boost, or you’re looking for a calming herbal option to soothe your stress.  

Examine the intention behind your choice of tea and how you choose to prepare it. 

2. Select a cup with care.  Perhaps it’s your favourite mug that was passed down from a 

family member, a birthday gift from your friend, or a hand-crafted mug from a local artisan. 

Choose a cup that speaks to you and lights up your soul. 

3. Notice the water boiling. While you’re waiting for the water to boil, find a comfortable 

position and begin to deepen your breath. As you breathe deeply, notice the sound of the 

water as it begins to boil. Hear the pace of the water quicken as it heats up. This might be a 

long period of waiting, so notice if any thoughts of impatience arise (without judgement). 

Enjoy the slowness of this process. As the water comes to a rolling boil, see the steam 

escaping from the kettle, and hear the shrill sound of the kettle’s whistle. 

4. Watch the tea transition. Whether you’re using a bag or an infuser, carefully pour the 

water into your cup and watch the colour change as time passes. See the colour becoming 

darker. If you take your tea with milk, sugar, or honey, add those in with intention. Think 

about why you enjoy each addition, and consider carefully how much you really need.  

5. Savour each sip. Feel the warmth of the cup or handle in your hands. Feel the solid 

construction of the cup. Notice the shape of the cup as you hold it. When you’re ready for 

your first sip, hold the cup up to your nose and breathe in deeply. Enjoy the aroma — what 

does it smell like? Is it light and floral, or fresh and fruity? Or perhaps it’s earthy and robust. 

When you're ready for your first sip, take it slowly and intentionally. Let the tea sit in your 

mouth for a moment and notice the first burst of flavour. What does it taste like? Let the 

flavour spread across your tongue. Now follow the journey of the tea into your body as you 

swallow your first sip. Feel it nourish you. 

6. Enjoy the process. As you continue the slow process of savouring your tea, feel where 

you currently are in space — perhaps standing or sitting — and feel grounded in the 

moment. Notice all the points where your body contacts the floor. Notice the pace at which 

you are finishing your tea — do you feel the urge to quicken the pace? What could be 

causing those feelings? Or perhaps you’re content to stay where you are right now. Without 



judgement, notice the feelings that arise in the process. Notice the temperature change as 

time passes.  

7. Seal your practice with gratitude. As your tea meditation ends, take a moment to 

express gratitude to yourself for showing up, gratitude for all the people who put in work to 

grow, harvest, package, and bring you this tea, and gratitude for this present moment of 

solitude.  

 

 

 

 


